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CANADA AND

	

The Board of e ocial Service and Evangelism of the United Church of Canada,
THE ARMS RACE by a vote of 7-4 taken at its meeting on February 27, celled upon Canad a

to set a moral example to the r orld by disarming as a matter of Christian
principle .

The Board as meeting shortly after the Canadian Government had announced that it had
terminated the development of the Avro Arrow jet interceptor plane . The Board was not
advocating a reduction in taxes, but the diversion of monies now spent for "defense" t o
the hungry peoples, to the peaceful uses of atomic energy, to a TN police force, and t o
education and social services .

The following week the Vernon (British Columbia) Ne . .s had an editorial which said :

"The idea of scrapping our armed forces completely is a comparatively novel one
which doesn't seem quite so novel since the scrapping of the Arrow . Scrapping
the whole works would be just one step farther . . . gambling on peace, somehow ,
appears to be more constructive than gambling on war ." -- PeaceNews, Mar . 27

THE DILEMMA OF MacClean's,, a weekly Canadian magazine similar in format to Saturday
CANADIAN

	

Evening Post (though not necessarily in content) had a significant lead `
DEFENSE POLICY editorial in the issue of March 28, 1959 . Extensive excerpts follow :

"Before it decides what weapon, if any, shall replace the Arrow, the government mus t
face , a decision of much deeper gravity .

"The big question in our defense policy has very little to do with the choice o f
weapons . It is only of secondary importance whether the Arrow is obsolete, whethe r
the DEWline is obsolete, whether our NATO air squadrons and ground battalions ar e
obsolete. It is of comparatively small consequence whether we decide that BOMAR C
and SAGE, which we haven't yet got, are already obsolete too .

"We have a much tougher question before us than any of these .

"11 Canada Atself obsolete Aa A military nation?

"We believe the answer is yes . . . . In the military sense the world has ceased to con-
sist of Big Powers . Middle Powers end Small Powers . I t consists only of rowers and
nonnPowers . To be a Power it is necessary to possess and control nuclear warhead s
and long.-range missiles capable of landing them almost anywhere on earth. Canada
possesses and controls neither . . . We might well quadruple our defense forces and ou r
rate of defense spending in the next five years, and if a world war should come in
that time it - and perhaps the world as well - could very easily be over before a
single Canadian fired a single shot . We must do what we can to prevent the war and
there. may be much that we can do ; but once the war begins we cannot count on having
any more influence on its outcome than the State of Monaco .

"There are a number of ways in which our country might strive to change or live wit h
these unhappy truths . Three obvious ones occur at once :

A . Continue to follow the fundamental lines of our postwar defense policy : i .e.
accept our status as a military satellite of the United States but pretend we don' t
notice it. Buy or build BOMARCS, SAGE installations or anything else the Unite d
States is willing to let us have . This would show the rest of the world that we
recognize our responsibilities and it would remind our immediate neighbors that we
have no intention of deserting them. In short, it would accomplish exactly wha t
the DEWline and Arrow programs accomplished - no less, no . more .

20 Try to raise ourselves to the status of a Power by building our own nuclea r
warheads and long-range missiles . We would then possess our own deterrent and th e
means to decide for ourselves how it should be used . This, MacClean's believes ,
would have strong theoretical advantages over the existing policy, but only theoret-
ical ones .

3,. Make an open announcement that Canada has discovered itself to be obsolete as
a military nation, and intends therefore to . strive for peace mainly as an economi c
and political nation . Honor our existing military commitments until they run out ,
but make it clear that our ultirrete establishment will consist only of modest, mod-
estly armed, mobile units available for United Nations police duty . And commit our-
selves firmly to spend every last dollar thus pared from our defense budget in ai d
to less favored countries .

"This, we know, is a variation of the easy pacifism that has so often , been discred-
ited in the past . But today there are important differences . Economic aid has been
proved to be a far more useful - and a far less expensive - weapon in the struggl e
for men's minds than anyone realized even so recently as a decade ago . The , need fo r
some check on armament is clearly visible to the Pentagon and to the Kremlin alik e

as the only alternative to race suicide . In spite of its past failures, disarmament



remains our last and only ultirte hope of survival . Whet country is in a better
position to set an example in disarmament than Canada, which after trying to arm fo r
ten years on the most costly scale in its history is still, for all practical pur-
poses, as defenseless as the Canada of 1913 or the Canada of 1938 . "

THE STRUGGLE FOR "Since the struggle for freedom and human dignity will continue, th e

HUMAN DIGNITY :

	

question is this : How will the struggle for racial justice be weged ?

What Method?

		

What are the forces that will be at work? What is the method that wil l

be used? What will the oppressed peoples of the world do in thi s

struggle to achieve racial justice ?

"There are several answers to this many-faceted question, but I would like to deal

with only two .

"One is that the oppressed peoples of the earth can resort to the all-too-prevalen t

method of physical violence and corroding hatred . We all know this method ; we're famil-

iar with it . It is something of the inseparable twin of Western materialism, the hallmark

of that idea .

"I cannot say that violence never wins any victories ; it occasionally does . Nations

often receive their independence through the use of violence . But violence only achieve s

temporary victory ; it never can gain ultimate peace . It creates many more social probe `

lens that it solves . And violence ends up defeating itself .

"Therefore, it is my firm conviction that if the Negro succumbs to the temptatio n

of using .violence in his struggle for justice, unborn generations will be the recipient s

of a long and desolate night of bitterness . And our chief legacy to the future will b e

an endless reign of meaningless chaos .

"The other method that is open to oppressed people as they struggle for racial jus-
tice is the method of nonviolent resistance, made famous in o-ureration by Mohandas K.

Gandhi of India who used it effectively to free his people . from political domination ,

economic exploitation, and humiliation inflicted upon them by Britain .

"There are several things we can say about this method . First, it is not a metho d
of cohardice, of stagnant passivity ; it does resist . The nonviolent resister is just a s

opposed to the evil that he is resisting as is the violent resister . He resists evil ,

but he resists it without violence .

"This method is strongly active . It is true that it is passive in the sense tha t

the nonviolent resister is never physically aggressive toward the opponent, but the min d

is always active, constantly seeking to persuade the opponent that he is wrong .

This method does rat seek to defeat and humiliate the opponent but to win his

friendship and understanding . Occasionally, the nonviolent resister will engage in boy-

cotts and non-cooperation . But this is merely a means to awaken a sense of shame withi n

the oppressor and to rouse his conscience .

THE EKD IS redemption, reconciliation . So the aftermath of nonviolence is the cre-
ation of the beloved community, while the aftermath of violence is bitterness . The metho d

of nonviolence is directed at the forces of evil rather than at the individuals caugh t

in the forces of evil . The nonviolent resister seeks to defeat evil systems rather tha n

individuals who are victimized by the evil systems .

"The nonviolent resister accepts suffering without retaliation . He willingly wel-

comes suffering . The nonviolent resister realizes that unearned suffering is redemptive .
He is ruling to receive violence, but he never goes out as a perpetrator of violence .

He comes to see that suffering does something to the sufferer as well as to the inflicte r

of the suffering ."

	

-- Martin Luther King
Friends Journal, July 26, 1958
New Christian Advocate ,

May, 1959
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"IF I WERE SECRETARY OF STATE "

Derk Bodde

(Derk Bodde is Professor of Chinese at the University of Pennsylvania .
This is the written version of a statement made by him at the America n
Friends Service Committee's Nineteenth Annual Institute of Internationa l

Relations, Syracuse, N .Y ., February 13-15, 1959, one session of which
was devoted to the above topic . )

Any Secretary of State, if he is to do an effective job, must be guided by som e
overall view of life . Here then are some of the general principles or assumption s
which I, in the entirely unlikely event that I were to be named Secretary of State ,

would try to keep in mind :

(1) That the so-called free world is not wholly good, nor is the world beyon d

the iron curtain wholly evil . Neither we nor they have a complete monopoly of virtue .

In this connection I think I would try to drop such terms as "free world" and "iron

curtain" altogether .

(2) That their ways and our ways of life both seem destined to last for some

considerable time, so that what we an r1 they must learn is how to live together . I n
short, that there is more than one conceivable road to salvation for the variou s

peoples of the world .

(3) That we of the West must give up the comforting nineteenth century belie f

in the superiority of the white man, and welcome the fact that the non-white people s

constituting the bulk of the world's population are today rapidly assuming the statu s

that is rightfully theirs .

(4) That in order to ottain what we want, we must also be prepared to give up

what we do not absolutely need . In other words, that negotiations do not mean one-

sided ultimatums, and can be fruitful only when we and the other side alike show a
willingness to make concessions .

(5) That all of us, friend and foe alike, are subject to the evolutionary

changes of history, so that political and economic differences which today see m

irreconcilable may eventually come to be regarded by posterity in the same ligh t

as- some of the bitterly-fought religious differences of our ancestors are toda y

regarded by us .

(6) That no peace can be lasting without a concerted massive attack upon th e

great disparities of wealth today dividing the "have" from the "have-not" peoples ,

both as between different countries and within the same country .

(7) That an idea which to us seems evil cannot in the long run be success -

fully combatted merely by repression or military force, but only by putting a bette r

idea in its place and making it work more effectively than the one we dislike .

With these by way of general principles, I would then try to carry out th e

following policies :

(1) Reforms in State Department personnel : I would try to attract to ou r

foreign service men of scholarly training, capable of observing world events ob-
jectively and realistically, and equipped with a knowledge of the languages an d

cultures of the peoples with whom they deal . T would encourage them to repor t

facts as they themselves honestly believe them to be, rather than as they think

their superiors would want to see them . From Congress I would endeavor to secur e

funds sufficient to staff our embassies with men of merit, rather than men chosen

on the basis of their financial contributions to one or other of our political

parties . Whenever posaible I would delegate authority to carefully chosen sub -

ordinates, rather than try to make of the State Department a one-man operation .

(2) Educating ourselves about the outside world : As a starter, I would make
an extended tour of the Soviet Union, and from there--- provided this could be don e
in the absence of formal diplomatic relations--- I would go on to Communist China .
In both countries I would not only talk to government officials, but also make every
attempt to see how the everyday man lives and thinks . I would encourage our Sena -
tors and Congressmen to make similar trips, and in return would urge public figure s
of these two countries to travel here . To Communist China I would propose the fre e

exchange of Chinese and American journalists .

(3) Democratizing_	our__ foreign policy : Among rank and file Americans, many o f
whom are today inarticulate on matters of foreign policy, I would attempt to arous e
interest and understanding by bringing ' orid issues before them in the form o f

regularly-scheduled nation-wide broadcasts, not unlike the famous fireside chats of



president Roosevelt . In such broadcasts I would encourage ordinary people to spk
their minds to Washington, and mould myself try to take careful consideration of tlai*.
mein trends of thought in what I said . Likewise I would maintain close contacts wit h
Congress, both through occasional puolic addresses there and through private discussion .

(4) Publicizing Americannolicy to the morld : I would attempt to state official
pronouncements of American policy in simple end dignified language, without resortin g
to propagandistic cliches, self-righteous moralizing, or vituperative replies to th e
sometimes intemperate attacks made by foreign spokesmen . Since divergence of publi c
opinion is--- or at least should be---essential in a democracy, I would not attempt t o
hide such divergence, when it exists, in the output of official agencies like the Voic e
of America. On the other hand I would make it abundantly clear abroad that privat e
agencies like Radio Free Europe are nothing more than private agencies, end therefor e
cannot serve as spokesmen for official United States policy .

(5) Reciprocal trade : I would strive for true reciprocity not only in words bu t
in deeds . For example, I would make every effort to forestall recurrence of th e
recent episode in which a British firm, after submitting the lowest bid for a turbin e
installation in this country, saw the contract then handed to a higher-bidding Ameri _

can competitor on the specious grounds of "national security ." I would also try t o
do away with at least the more blatant restrictions on trade between Ourselves an d
the so-called iron curtain countries .

(6) Strengthening the United Nations : As one step in this direction, I would urg e
a broadening of the Security Council to include at least India---and possibly othe r
countries as yell---as permanent members . As to such thorny problems as Germany an d
Taiwan, I would in every case bring them before the United Nations, rather than tr y
to settle them outside that body . Above all, I would urge the UN to launch a reall y
major attack upon the problems of poverty, disease and ignorance throughout the worl d
---by promoting, for example, a gigantic TVA-like program for the entire Middle East ,
coordinated to lift the living standards of that region as a whole, rather than oper-
ating on a piecemeal basis among several rival countries .

(7) Reduction ofarmaments_ While realizing that this could not be achieved over-
night, I would, as an initial step, propose a cut of five or ten per cent in our annua l
military budget, and present this sum as a special contribution to the UN for con-
structive programs of the sort just mentioned . I would accompany it with an appea l
to the other major powers to do likewise, and the suggestion that in this way we an d
they could annually divert ever increasing sums from destructive to constructive pur-

poses .

I am not so naive as to suppose that these proposals could be Carried out with-
out violent and possibly insurmountable opposition . Yet, ai the other hand, the
reaction to them abroad would, I believe, be on the whole strongly favorable, and eve n
here at home, though they would arouse much controversy, I believe that they woul d
stir the minds of many people who as of now have been reduced by the seeming hopeless-
ness of the present situation to despair or apathy . Thus, under what might prove t o
be a mounting tide of public opinion both at home and abroad, it is quite conceivabl e
that a gradual warming of the cold war atmosphere could take place . Such a warmer
atmosphere, I believe, is necessary if really lasting settlements for the many specifi c
problems dividing East from West are to be reached . For it is not these problems pe r
se that are the real stumbling blocks, but rather the psychological fixations tha t
underlie them on both sides . Once these fixations have been weakened, I am confiden t
that solutions to the problems themselves can and will be found .
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